
A 3 MONTH PERSONAL BRANDING, VISIBILITY & MANIFESTING 1:1 MENTORSHIP 

For holistic, well-being, spiritual and creative professionals that want to  become experts, 
change lives, including yours.

SCALE YOUR BUSINESS ONLINE - GET SEEN, GET HEARD, GET PAID QUICKLY!

 

 

VOICE / VISIBILITY -AMPLIFY YOUR POWERFUL PRESENCE

MAGNETIC MESSAGING 
 

How to have the conversation that leads with ready appointments on the calendar. 
I teach people how to do this organically online on FB, Linked, Clubhouse/ PR and Instagram have clients reach out to you. 

I found that a human to human approach has been a really effective differentiator in the online marketplace, now more than ever. 
Connection and trust is key. 

So once the niche is clear the right words to book appointments and setting a high value Framework or context for the actual conversation is vital.

DISCOVERY / CLARITY

 

BRAND IDENTITY THAT INFLUENCES AND IMPACTS 

WHO / WHAT/ WHERE.
Your foundation 

Your clarity on your niche / aligned avatar 
Your offer / result / solution

Knowing who you are and who you serve is 80% of the battle!

PERSONAL BRAND / INTIMACY- EXPERT IDENTITY 

Having an authority / expert identity / profile with lots of measurable and tangible social proof / education, inspiration and credibility. 
That attracts ideal clients and shows you as the expert and is what future proofs your business.

Being real, raw, bold and honest in your brand presence, you will only shine your light on the people right for you / you for them and you
will eliminate those who do not support / serve you. 

People who PAY- Pay attention.

CONVERSION - ENROLLMENT 

HEART TO SOUL ENERGY EXCHANGE
 

How to have the deep and meaningful conversation that lead to purposeful money in the bank and lives being changed with
authenticity and without sabotaging or being salesy.

This is an energy exchange. 
Don’t overflood your calendar with non qualifying calls. 

Set up a calendar, have a qualifying questionnaire and nurture.

MANIFESTING / MINDSET / EMBODIMENT SHIFT  -  EXPERIENCE THE CHANGE : BE, DO HAVE.

MANIFEST WITH EASE - RELEASE, CREATE, RECEIVE
 

Do you have 100% belief in yourself on all four levels ? (Is it fully integrated and embodied)
Your ability to get clients results?

That you're worthy, deserving, feels safe, trust, confident and allowing for success?
A healthy relationship with money, receiving and success?

Confidence in your offer and delivery ?  
Clear vision for the future, trusting the process, knowing the balance between effort and surrender.

 Being in alignment with your life's mission.


